Online Voter Registration
Online Voter Registration systems present problems and opportunities for election administrators.
Most days, only a handful of voters will access a system to register to vote or update their information. Then, as election approaches and a registration deadline looms, systems and servers get
overloaded. Smaller localities have seen over 10,000 logins in a single day. In larger jurisdictions,
over 500,000 voters may login to check their registration status or register to vote for the first time.
This drastic user fluctuation can present problems to election officials. BPro has the solution.
BPro has the experience and proven technology to provide a secure, reliable Online Voter Registration system that scales to your unique voter demands. Securely hosted on the Microsoft Azure
cloud, the system is easy to administrate, affordable, and allows voters to register to vote and manage their voter information, no matter how many users are in the system. Once submitted, voter’s
identity is verified through the DMV and a digital signature is added to the voter’s record. With BPro,
a voter’s registration is processed seamlessly and securely.
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Online Voter Registration
BPro’s Online Voter Registration technology provides:
Clean and Accurate Voter Files
Linking to the DMV database and street index files allows
the system to verify a voter and automatically match the
voter’s address to the correct precinct.

Access from Anywhere
By providing a mobile friendly environment, the BPro
solution ensures that voters can register to vote and
access their voter information from a computer, tablet or
smart phone.

Transparency and Voter Confidence
By providing voters with access to their voter file, they can
track their registration as it is processed and make updates
anytime.
Cost Savings
By avoiding manually processing every registration, California estimates that onlie voter registration saves an average
of $2.34 per voter registration.
Multiple Levels of Security
Logins, Ubikeys and Active Directory Networks are a few
of the ways BPro ensures all registration administration by
authorized staff only.

Election Software Clients
for Oline Voter Registration

about BPro
BPro Inc. is a premier election services company
with a successful track record of providing Cloudbased solutions to states and localities across the
country. Our TotalVote software supports all methods of online and offline voter registration and list
maintenance, election management, election night
reporting and the myriad of interfaces necessary to
maintain accurate registration rolls in the modern,
mobile information environment. TotalVote technologies have been deployed in over 50 statewide
elections since 2008, as well as hundreds of local
elections. Despite our vast experience with elections
of all sizes, TotalVote remains flexible to the needs
of each individual jurisdiction’s laws, statues, workflows and best practices.

BPro’s corporate office is located on the spacious plains of Pierre, South Dakota. We have satellite offices near Fargo, North Dakota, Marshall, Minnesota and
Washington, DC.

